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Control over the radial profile of one component of ion drift speedU, either perpendicular or parallel
to the magnetic field, is demonstrated in the magnetized plasma column for two configurations of a
double-endedQ machine in which one of the hot plates is segmented into a central disk and two
concentric annuli. Each hot plate can be heated to,1800°C, and the segmented hot plate is
bombarded with barium vapor, resulting in quasineutral, magnetized, barium-ion plasma. Since the
electric potential in the plasma magnetically maps to the segments, the radial profile of plasma
potential, and hence theE3B flow, can be made inhomogeneous. This configuration is referred to
as the perpendicular configuration. A negatively biased, cross-sectional mesh, inserted between the
two ends of the plasma column, reflects electrons from each source causing the radial profile of
potential on the nonsegmented source side of the mesh to become uniform. In traversing the mesh
sheath from the segmented source side, where the radial potential profile is inhomogeneous, to the
nonsegmented source side, where the radial potential profile is homogeneous, the ions experience an
axial acceleration that has an inhomogeneous radial profile. This configuration with the mesh is
referred to as the parallel configuration. Laser-induced-fluorescence is used to measure the
ion-velocity-distribution function on the nonsegmented-source side with and without the mesh
inserted. Measurements show that the above configurations result in ion temperature anisotropy,
1, sT' /Tid,5, and radially nonuniform ion flows with a maximum in the shear profile
sdU' /dxdmax as large as 0.6Vi and sdUi /dxdmax as large as 0.17Vi where Vi is the ion
gyrofrequency. ©2005 American Institute of Physics. fDOI: 10.1063/1.1925616g

I. INTRODUCTION

Q machines1 have played an important role in the experi-
mental study of low-frequencysv!Ve, where Ve is the
electron gyrofrequencyd electrostatic ion waves in low-
temperature, magnetized plasmas. TheQ-machine source1–3

has the benefit of producing alkali plasma that is both quies-
cent swhich simplifies detection of low-amplitude wavesd
and collisionlesssa feature applicable to the upper iono-
sphere and magnetosphere4d. Theoretical predictions regard-
ing the influence of sheared ion flows on the excitation and
propagation of electrostatic plasma waves5–8 have motivated
experiments using severalQ-machine configurations,10–16 in
which inhomogeneous ion flow is a key feature. The purpose
of the segmented source described here is the generation and
control of sheared plasma flow for the study of inhomogene-
ity on the excitation and propagation of electrostatic plasma
waves.

The plasma source shown in Fig. 1 is a segmented hot
plate that, in some ways, is similar to those used by Jassby.17

The inner two segments of the hot plate are differentially
biasable, while the outer segment is chosen to be grounded.
A potential difference applied between the inner two seg-

ments generates radially localized, radial electric fields and
associated radially localized density gradients. This hot plate,
in conjunction with meshes, terminating plates, and/or an
electron source, is used to generate and control shear in one
component of the ion flow, either perpendicular or parallel to
the magnetic field, and has been reported previously.15,16 In
this paper, measurements of the ion-velocity-distribution
function, made using laser-induced-fluorescencesLIFd diag-
nostic techniques4,18 are used to directly characterize the ion
drift velocity U and ion temperatureTi generated by this
plasma source.

II. EXPERIMENTAL APPROACH

The segmented source described here was developed at
Tohoku University, Sendai, Japan.15 This segmented source
consists of a 1.8-cm-diameter tungsten diskslabeledE1d sur-
rounded by two concentric tungsten annulislabeledE2 and
E3d with outer diameters of 4.8 and 7.6 cm, respectively.
Only the inner two segments are heated by electron bom-
bardment in the experiment reported here. The outer segment
remains relatively cold and electrically grounded and thus
contributes a negligible quantity of ions and electrons to the
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plasma. All segments are coated with rhenium to increase the
work function and, thereby, the contact-ionization
probability.19 The LIF diagnostic techniques used to measure
the distribution of alkali ions in both the magnetic-field-
aligned sparalleld and perpendicular ion velocity are re-
stricted to barium-ion plasma in the case of theQ-machine
device.

The segmented source is used in two experimental con-
figurations. The first is called the “perpendicular configura-
tion” for which the segmented source is heated to,1800°C
and bombarded by barium metal vapor. In this configuration,
the segmented source produces both ionssvia contact ioniza-
tiond and electronssvia thermionic emissiond, while a cold,
nonsegmented metal plate terminates the plasma at the other
end of the chamber. The inner two segments are set to dif-
ferent bias voltages, resulting in the plasma potential all
along the plasma column having an inhomogeneous radial
profile determined by magnetic mapping of the segmented
source’s bias-voltage configuration. In this way,
perpendicular-velocity shear is produced by a combination of
shearedE3B flow caused by radially localized, radial elec-
tric fields, and diamagnetic plasma flow caused by the asso-
ciated radially localized density gradients.

In the second configuration, the nonsegmented termina-
tion plate is heated sufficiently to exclusively emit electrons
shenceforth called the “electron source”d and a titanium mesh
s8 wires/cm, 0.008 mm wire diameterd is inserted cross sec-
tionally at z=30 cm sas measured from the segmented
sourced, as shown in Fig. 2. This electron source is an 8-cm-
diameter tungsten disk located 3 m from the ion and electron
emitting segmented source. The mesh is biased withVmesh

@kBTe/e to repel electrons, effectively separating the elec-
tric potential in the upstreamssegmented-source side of the
meshd and downstreamselectron-source side of the meshd
regions as shown in Fig. 3, wherekB is the Boltzmann con-
stant,Te is the electron temperature, ande is the elementary
charge. The electric potential in Fig. 3 is measured with an
electrically floating emissive probe,20 the potential of which
deviates from the local space potential by an approximately
constant offsets1d due to the unequal electron-collection and
electron-emission currents associated with the probe at the
space potential, which results in the probe floating potential

being more negative than the space potential ands2d due to
the heating voltage applied to the probe tips0.076 mm OD
tungsten wire bent in half circle of radius 0.5 mmd, an un-
known fraction of which contributes to the effective probe
bias, resulting in a systematic discrepancy between the po-
tential associated with either end of the emitting filament and
the space potential. Although these effects limit the ability to
know accurately the space potential at a given point, they do
not prevent the electric fieldsgradient in potentiald from be-
ing accurately measured.

This method of using a negatively biased mesh to axially
separate the electric potential in two regions of magnetized
plasma was first used in a study of impurity-driven drift
waves21 swith potassium plasma in one region and cesium
plasma in the other regiond. In that experiment, control over
the relative potential difference between the two regions re-
sulted in control over the flux of cesium plasma through the
mesh and into the potassium plasma region. In the case of

FIG. 1. Scale drawing of segmented source showing segmented hotplate and
support structure. FIG. 2. Experimental setup for the parallel configuration is shown here. The

mesh is retracted and the electron source emission is turned off for the
perpendicular configuration. Thez axis is magnetic field aligned with origin
at the segmented source.

FIG. 3. Floating potential of a floating emissive probe in the upstream
ssegmented source side of the mesh,z=15 cmd and downstreamselectron
source side of the meshz=120 cmd regions with the mesh biased to240 V
andB=3.15 kG. Error bars for these profiles are smaller than the plot lines.
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Fig. 3, the electron source is biased negative relative to the
segmented source and consequently the ions experience a
drop in plasma potential, and an associated acceleration, as
they transit axially through the mesh sheath. As seen in Fig.
3, a nonuniform bias configuration for the segmented source
creates structure in the radial profile of plasma potential in
the upstream region, whereas the electron source creates a
relatively uniform potential profile in the downstream region.
As ions transit the mesh sheath, the axial potential dropsion
accelerationd they experience depends on radial position,
thus leading to sheared magnetic-field-aligned ion flow
sparallel-velocity sheard in the downstream region. Energy
analyzer measurements have documented the inhomoge-
neous radial profiles of ion-parallel-flow energy in the paral-
lel configuration15 and ion-perpendicular-flow energy in the
perpendicular configuration16 for potassium plasma. Directly
documenting the details of the ion-parallel and ion-
perpendicular velocity distributions require LIF techniques.
This direct documentation is reported here.

III. PERPENDICULAR CONFIGURATION

In Fig. 4sad, the magnetically mapped plasma potential
depends on the bias applied to the corresponding segment,
making it possible to generate a largescompared tokBTe/eri,
whereri is the ion Larmor radiusd radial electric field at the
segment edges. For example, at a magnetic field strength of
2.63 kG and for biases of 2.0 V and 0 V to the segmentsE1

and E2, respectively, a radial electric field having a radial
profile with maximum amplitude of 800 V/m is generated at
the segment edges. This radial profile has a half width at half
maximum of 3.5 mm, which is comparable to the ion gyro-
radius of 4 mm. This magnitude is not a limit to the radial
electric field obtainable, but it represents a case of large ra-
dial electric field for this set of experiments. The localized,
radial density-gradient scale-length collocated with this elec-
tric field structure is 5 mm. Plasma density profiles are
shown in Fig. 4sbd for two center segment bias values corre-
sponding to those shown in Fig. 4sad. It is clear from evalu-
ating x=0, x= ±1.5, andx= ±3.0 cm in Figs. 4sad and 4sbd
that the plasma density is greatest in regions of lowest
plasma potential and that gradients in density are collocated
with gradients in potential. In this experiment, the shapes of
the electric field profile and the density profile could not be
adjusted independently.

The barium ions in this experiment are heavysmi

=137 amud, compared to most other alkali metals used inQ
machines, and have gyroradii comparable to the half width at
half maximum in the radial profiles of potential and density
gradients for the range of magnetic field strengths used here,
0.5–3.15 kG. Despite this finite gyroradius, profiles of ion
drift Uy at the upper end of this range of magnetic field
strength match well with the sum ofE3B and diamagnetic
drift velocities calculated using a fluid approximation and the
measured local values of electric field and density gradient
si.e., Uy=−sEx/Bd+skBTi' /Bds1/ndsdn/dxdd. This good
agreement is illustrated in Figs. 5sad and 5sbd, where the ion
perpendicular drift profiles are shown for our maximum
magnetic field of 3.15 kG and are compared to this fluid
model of net drift velocity. The solid line in Fig. 5sad corre-
sponding to a radially outward electric field, is derived from
the solid line in Figs. 4sad and 4sbd. The solid line in Fig.
5sbd, corresponding to a radially inward electric field, is de-
rived from the dotted lines in Figs. 4sad and 4sbd. The agree-
ment is less perfect in Fig. 5sbd at x= ±0.8 cm. The shear is
computed for the radially outward electric field case shown
in Fig. 5sad and plotted in Fig. 6. The case of Fig. 5sad is
chosen for further analysis to demonstrate an ion flow profile
with large shear atx=1.3 cm and solid-body like rotation for
uxu,1.0 cm. To calculate the shear close to the axis of a
cylindrical plasma column, the data must first be transformed
into rotation rate9 Vrot sshown in Fig. 6 with circlesd and then
the radial derivative is calculated. The diamonds in Fig. 6
represent the rotational shearsdVrot/drd normalized toVi

which has a maximum of 0.46s±0.16d cm−1 at r =1.3 cm. To
obtain the normalized velocity shear at this point one need
only multiply the normalized rotational shear by the value of
radius at that point, which gives a maximum velocity shear
for this case of 0.6s±0.2d Vi.

Measurements of both ion perpendicular and ion parallel
velocity distributions indicate that the ion perpendicular tem-
perature is larger than the ion parallel temperature by a factor
from 1 to 5. The ion perpendicular temperature increases for
increasing radial electric field strengthsi.e., increasing poten-
tial difference between segmentsd. The causes for this in-
creases in ion temperature are the subject of continued inves-
tigation and beyond the scope of this paper. The increase in

FIG. 4. Radial profiles of potential and density atz=120 cm and
B=3.15 kG.sad Floating potential of a floating emissive probe andsbd ion
saturation current of a Langmuir probe biased to220 V relative to the
floating potential. The second segment is grounded and the inner segment is
biased to20.5 V s1.0 Vd for the dotted linessolid lined. Error bars for these
profiles are smaller than the plot lines.
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the perpendicular ion temperature may be related to the work
of Sheehan et al.,22 where an increase in the ion-
perpendicular kinetic energy density was observed in the
wake of a plasma limiter. Ion acceleration by near-wake elec-
tric fields was given as a possible cause of the observed
energy increase. An example of ion-temperature anisotropy
is shown in Figs. 7sad and 7sbd for the case of 2 Vs0 Vd
applied toE1 sE2d. These data are shown in the ion frame
si.e., the average ion drift velocity has been substracted from

the parallel velocity datad to allow for convenient compari-
son of the two line shapes. Fitting a Gaussian to the data
gives a perpendicular temperature of 1.0 eV and a parallel
temperature of 0.24 eV. The electron temperatureTe sas mea-
sured with a swept-bias Langmuir probed is approximately
equal to the ion parallel temperature withTe,0.2 eV, and is
insensitive to the potential difference between the segments.
Thus, the perpendicular configuration is characterized by
ion-temperature anisotropy that is interpreted to be generated
by the radial electric fields imposed by the segmented
source.

IV. PARALLEL CONFIGURATION

The measured ion parallel driftUz velocity atz=90 cm
and x=0 is shown in Fig. 8 as a function of mesh bias for
both inner segments grounded and the electron source biased
21.0 V relative to ground. This figure illustrates how sepa-
rating the upstream and downstream electron populations,
due to repulsion by a negatively biased mesh, decouples the
radial profiles of plasma potential in the upstream and down-
stream regions and can lead to an acceleration of the ions as
they traverse the sheath potential drop created by the mesh.
Figure 9 shows the ion parallel drift velocity atz=90 cm and
x=0 as a function of the difference between the electron-
source biasVee and the center-segment biasVie1 swith mesh
biased toVmesh=−40 V, Vie2=Vie3=0 Vd. In this case the

FIG. 5. Radial profiles of ion perpendicular drift velocity atz=90 cm and
B=3.15 kG.sad case of radially outward electric fieldsbd case of radially
inward electric field. The circles are from LIF measurement, while the solid
line is the drift profile obtained from analyzing the density and potential
profiles with fluid theory. A representative error bar is shown for the fluid-
theory-calculated drift velocity.

FIG. 6. Plasma rotation ratescirclesd and the normalizedsto Vid rotational
shearsdiamondsd for the case of the radially outward electric field shown in
Fig. 5sad. This measurement is taken atz=90 cm andB=3.15 kG.

FIG. 7. Comparison of perpendicular and parallel LIF line shapes, measured
at z=90 cm withB=2.88 kG, where the horizontal axis has been converted
to ion-velocity relative to the ion frame.sad perpendicular ion-velocity dis-
tribution sbd parallel ion-velocity distribution after subtraction of 0 and 800
m/s average drift velocity, respectively. The solid line in each figure is a
representative Gaussian fit to the data. This fit givesT'=1.0 and Ti

=0.24 eV. Representative error bars are shown.
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electron-source bias is varied. The ion-parallel drift velocity
depends on the value ofsVie1–Veed, as expected for ions be-
ing accelerated across a potential drop generated by this bias
difference. For comparison, the expected drift velocity de-
pendence is also plotted. The expected drift energys 1

2miUi
2d

is taken to be the measured drift energy atVie1=Vee plus the
energy gain from a potential drop, due toDV=Vie1–Vee, as
the ions pass through the mesh.

The electron-source bias, which determines the down-
stream radial potential profile in the parallel configuration,
also influences the downstream density’s radial profile since
the two profiles are coupled, as demonstrated in Fig. 4. How-
ever, the inhomogeneous radial profile of electric potential in
the upstream region leads to ion-temperature anisotropy in
the upstream region, shown in Fig. 7 for the perpendicular
configuration, and this anisotropy carries through to the
downstream region. This interpretation of the parallel con-
figuration is consistent with measurements that document the

following characteristics: shear in the parallel ion flow, ion-
temperature anisotropy, and an absence of both density gra-
dients and radial electric fields.

Control over the potential difference between the inner
two segments of the segmented source leads to control over
the radial profile of ion-parallel drift velocityUz. The circles
in Fig. 10 show the measured profile for the case where22.0
V is applied to the center segment, the other segments are
grounded, and the electron source is biased to22.5 V. The
solid line in Fig. 10 shows a sheared ion-parallel velocity
profile with a maximum shear of 0.17s±0.05d Vi. It is inter-
esting to note that the ion-parallel flow profile does not have
the structure one would expect by assuming it magnetically
maps to the segments as the potential profile does. This is
understood by taking into account finite gyroradius effects.
The ions have a gyroradius ofri =1.5–8 mm for Ti'

=0.2–1.0 eV and B=3.15 kG, which implies that the
electron-gyroradius-scale structure generated by the seg-
ments is averaged away by gyrating ions, as evidenced by
the sharp structure shown in Fig. 4sad that does not appear in
Fig. 10.

V. APPLICATIONS AND LIMITATIONS

The inhomogeneous ion flows and ion-temperature an-
isotropy producible in the two configurations described here
can be applied to the study of waves in the upper ionosphere
and magnetosphere where inhomogeneous ion flows and ion-
temperature anisotropy often coexist. This segmented source,
in the perpendicular configuration, has been applied to inves-
tigations of the stability of current-driven electrostatic ion-
cyclotron waves influenced by perpendicular-velocity shear
localized outside the current channel.23 There, the waves
showed stabilization independent of the sign of the shear. In
the parallel configuration, otherwise-stable drift waves arose
in the presence of parallel-velocity shear and in the absence
of electron current.24 The characterization reported here has
applications to these and more recent investigations25 of
electrostatic waves in sheared ion flows generated by this
device. Since the localized electric fields imposed by the

FIG. 8. Ion-parallel drift velocity, measured with LIF atz=90 cm and
x=0, vs mesh bias. For the case of all segments grounded,21 V on the
electron source andB=1.87 kG, the ion-parallel drift increases with increas-
ingly negative bias applied to the mesh. The error bar included represents
the uncertainty in all data points.

FIG. 9. Ion-parallel drift velocity, measured with LIF atz=90 cm,x=0, and
B=1.87 kG, vs the differential biassVee–Vie1d between the electron source
and the center segment. The mesh is biased to240 V. Circles represent the
predicted ion flow based on the energy gain expected from the potential
drop. The error bar included represents the uncertainty in all data points.

FIG. 10. Ion-parallel drift velocity measured with LIFscirclesd at z
=90 cm andB=3.15 kG. The solid line, with a maximum shear of 17%Vi,
is a polynomial fit to the data, while the dashed line is the derivativessheard
of the polynomial normalized to the ion-cyclotron frequency.
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segmented source are coupled with ion-temperature aniso-
tropy and localized density gradients, one cannot adjust the
three parameters independently.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

Laser-induced-fluorescencesLIFd diagnostic techniques
are used to measure the spatial dependence of the ion-
velocity-distribution function ofQ-machine barium plasma
produced on a rhenium-coated, segmented, tungsten hotplate.
This source is investigated for two experimental configura-
tions.

The “perpendicular configuration” is characterized by
strong, localized, colocated, radial gradients in the plasma
potential and density that extend the length of the plasma
column. These radial gradients are localized to regions with
perpendicular dimension on the order of an ion gyroradius.
LIF measurements show that, over most of the radial profile,
the azimuthal ion drift compares well with the sum ofE
3B and diamagnetic drift velocities calculated in the fluid
approximation using the measured profiles of plasma poten-
tial and density. Shear in the perpendicular flow profile as
large as 0.6s±0.2d Vi is measured. LIF measurements show
that the ion-parallel temperature is insensitive to the strength
of the localized radial electric field, while the perpendicular
ion temperature increases with increasing radial electric field
strength, leading to increasing ion-temperature anisotropy.

The “parallel configuration” is characterized by rela-
tively uniform radial profiles of plasma potential and density
on the downstream side of the electron-repelling meshscom-
pared to the density and potential profiles in the upstream
regiond. The ion-temperature anisotropy in the upstream re-
gion carries through to the downstream region. Nonuniform,
magnetic-field-aligned ion flow is demonstrated on the elec-
tron source side of the mesh. Parallel-velocity shear, as high
as 0.17s±0.05d Vi is measured using LIF in this configura-
tion.
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